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Sensitivity level is 
optional for all kinds 

of plants.

„Water in time..

FlowerGuardFlowerGuard

Audio signal lets 
you know when 

your plant needs 
watering.

FGFG007007

..I’ll tell you when!“

Indoor use
only.



Pb
LEAD FREE

in compliance with RoHS
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Producer:

FG007 is guaranteed for 2 years. In case of 
the need of guaranty or post guaranty service 
send this product to manufacture’s address.

monitors soil humidity by conductivity measurements. 
When humidity of soil falls below the set limit FG007’s alarm 
goes off to let you know that it is time to water a plant. 
FG007 reminds you to water the a plant every hour for about 
30 second and stops the alarm when the level of moistness 
goes back to a set limit. 

When FG007 is switched on it measures the moistness every 10seconds, for 
the fi rst 5 min., to enable to set FG007 properly (see below).
After that the humidity measuring takes place every 20 min.

FG007 is set to fi t the needs of all kinds of common fl owers.
FG007’s sensitivity to moisture can be adjusted in case your fl ower 
has special needs.

Sensitivity setting: Place the spikes of 
a FG007 into an optimally moist 
fl owerpot. Use small screwdriver to turn 
the potentiometer into an utmost right 
position. Move the switch to an upper 
position and wait for the signal. Turn 
the potentiometer slowly to the left until 
the FG007 stops signalling. Setting is 
fi nished.

Lifespan of  battery is approximately 1 year 
(depends on how often and for how long FG007 
must signal). Power supply is also possible from 
a stable adapter 3V DC/100mA. 
In case of doing so you need to take out 
the battery! 
Not following these instructions may damage 
your FG007!

FG007 is powered by 2x1.5V alkal. battery, type LR44. Protection IP20.
While watering a plant the FG007 must be protected against water drops! 
FG007’s plastic cower must not get in contact with water!
FG007 must be used in accordance with a company’s manual otherwise the producer 
is not responsible for damage!

FG007FlowerGuard 

FG007 will not interrupt your sleep during 
the night. Thanks to light sensors it will wait 
till a sunrise starting the alarm!
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